2020 Amazon Deforestation and Fire Outlook
Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon declined by 70% between 2004 and 2014. In recent years,
however, deforestation has increased and fires have followed as people burn the trees they’ve recently
cut down. In 2019, deforestation jumped to the greatest rates in over a decade and fires did also, despite
it being a relatively wet year. 2020 looks even worse. As part of our efforts to help reverse this problem
we are presenting here the most current information on how much land has been deforested, where it
has occurred, how many fires have burned, the current state of drought, and the amount of carbon that
will eventually be released by degradation of these forests. The information will be updated every month
to provide a clear picture of what is happening now and where actions must be taken. For now, we will
have information only on Brazil, but in the coming months we will expand to all Amazon nations.

Deforestation
More than 3,300 km² of forest has been destroyed so far
this year. This year, as in previous years, almost all of that
deforestation took place on unprotected lands, including
private properties and federal lands without a protected status.
Protected natural areas and indigenous territories have seen little
deforestation. Already 2020 has roughly 20% more deforestation
than 2019 at this point and we have to go back to 2008 to find a
year with greater deforestation than 2019. Thus, 2020 is shaping
up to be the worst year for deforestation in more than a decade.
Deforestation by land tenure

Fires
A modest number of fires have already been detected in
Brazil so far this year. The fire season generally starts in
earnest in July as the drier weather provides conditions
needed to sustain fires. However, almost all Brazilian Amazon
states have had more fires during the first six months of 2020
than the same period in 2019.
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Climate/Drought
When deforestation coincides with dry conditions fires lit
to burn felled trees often escape into neighboring forests
destroying or degrading them. So far this year, most regions
of the Amazon are still relatively wet (blue shades on map).
However, one very dry region (yellow brown shades) in the
southwestern Amazon is worrisome because it also coincides
with recent deforestation (red dots). We will be watching and
updating the climate of these regions in the coming months.
The red dots represent locations where deforestation has
occurred since October 2019. We chose October as the cutoff
because most areas that were deforested in this period will be
burned this year.

Committed Carbon
The burning of felled trees following deforestation results in
the conversion of carbon previously stored in plant biomass
(i.e., in leaves, branches, and stems) to carbon dioxide (CO²),
contributing further to the rise in atmospheric CO² that is the
primary driver of planetary warming. In January–June 2020*,
CO² emissions committed to the atmosphere as a result of
forest clearing and ongoing burning is expected to be roughly
20% higher than the same period in 2019, having increased
from approximately 94 million metric tons (MMT) CO² in
2019 to over 115 MMT CO² in 2020.
* June includes June 1–25. Data for the remainder of the
month is not yet available.
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